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SUMMARY 
A general theory of estimation for repeat surveys in case of the biased 

estimator is developed. Estimates for the current occasion and change are 
developed as particular cases in respect of two occasions. The theory so 
developed assumes the knowledge of coefficient of variation of the 
population. Suitable estimators based on estimated coefficient of variation 
have been proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

Jessen [2]. Tikkiwal [9], Patterson [3] and Raj [4] developed the theory 
of unbiased estimation of mean of characteristics in successive sampling. 
Searls [6] considered the use of information pertaining to the coefficient of 
variation in developing an estimator for population mean with smaller squared 
error. This approach is extended to develop general theory of estimation for 
repeat surveys in case of the biased estimator. 

2. Some General Results 

Consider a finite population Q = (Up ... UN) of 'N' identifiable units. 

Let y be the variable under study taking value Yi on unit Up i = 1, ... , N. Let 
N 

- 1 ~ 
the parameter of interest be Y = N £.J Yi' The variance of a single observation 

is defined by 

N 

rl- = N L (Yi - Yi = N~ 1 S2 

N 
2 1 L -2where S = -- (yl·-Y)

N-l 
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A sample of size 'n' units is drawn from the population by SRSWOR. 
For the sake of simplicity in exposition we assume that the fpc S8 are ignorable. 
Consider linear estimators of the tyrf! 

n n 

1\ 

The bias of T is given by 

(k -I)Y 

and the corresponding mean squared error by 

n ....2 n 
1\ _2 ~ 2 () ~ 2 -2 

MSE (T) :::: () ~ Ii - (N _ 1) .L.,. lilj + (k - I) Y (2.1) 

1 1 * J 

We determine optimum values of Ii'S by minimizing (2.1) subject to the 
n 

condition that L Ii :::: k, in other words we minimize 

where')... is the Lagrangian multiplier. We thus, obtain following equalities 

2 n [ (2.2)crlj - (Ncr 1) . L. Ij = Cov Yj, 
J(* I) 

(1 - k) y2 ::: ')... (2.3) 

n 

(2.4) 

It may be noted that the minimized mean squared error is 

cr2 n _ 

cr\oPt - (N _ 1) L liopt = ')... = (1 - ~pt)y2 
j (* i) 

The optimum values of I/s and k are given by 

1 n
I· = -- and k = ---:=--
IOpt c2 + n opt (C2 + n) 
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where C2 is the square of coefficient of variation of the population of y's defined 
by 

= c?C2 

y2 
Substituting the optimum value of 'k' in (2.3) we obtain the minimum 

1\ 

mean squared error of T, reported by Searls (1964), as 

c? 
C2 +n 


It can be seen that (2.2) holds good for V i. Thus 


COY [ Minimi=! mean squared*S,y,. *~y,) =A = error of T 
n n 

where L ~Yi is any unbiased estimator of Y i.e. L ~i = 1 

Thus, we have the following result : 
1\ 

The minimum mean squared error of T is the covariance of any unbiased 
- 1\ 

estimator of Y and T. 

This min~mum mean squared error is equal to (1 - kopt) y2. Further, the 

minimum mean squared error linearly biased estimator is uncorrelated with 
every zero function of 'y' values. 

Next, we consider a set up wherein there are number of variates divided 
into different sets. The i-th variate in the j-th set is denoted by 
YI" (1 :S i :S n.; 1:S j :S h). The population mean in the m-th set is denoted 

J _ J 1\ 

by Y m and its estimate by T m (1 :S m :S h). Consider estimator of the type 

nj h 
1\ 

Tm = L L WijYij such that 
j 

for j m 

=0 otherwise (2.5) 

-- -_...... _------_.--_...... ----- 
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1\ 

The wi/ s are to be detennined by minimizing mean square error of Tm subject 

to the condition (2.5). 
1\ 

The bias of Tm can be seen equal to (1 - k ) Ym'm

The expression to be minimized is thus 

cr ~ ~ w~ + ~ ~ w·· W··, Cov (y.. y..,) + ~ ~ w·· W·,· Cov(y.. y.,.)LJ LJ IJ LJ LJ IJ IJ 1J' 1J LJ LJ IJ IJ 11' IJ 
ij*j' i*i'j 

+ ~ ~ W"W·,· Cov (y.. y.,.) + (k - 1)2 y2 - 2 ~ A,. [~ w.. - k-JLJ LJ 1J 1 J IJ' 1 J m m LJ) LJ 1J J 
i*i'j*/ j i 

where A/s are the Lagrangian multipliers. The minimization leads to following 

equations 
1\ 

Cov (Yij' Tm) = Aj -V- i, j (2.6) 

(l - km) Y~ = Am (2.7) 

(2.8) 

In view of (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) we have the following result: 
1\ 

The minimum mean squared error of T is the covariance of any unbiased 
_ 1\ m 

estimator of Ym and Tm' This minimum mean square error is equal to 

(1 km)y~. Further, Tm is uncorrelated with every zero function of 

Yij -V- i, j. 

The foregoing result will be used to develop minimum mean squared 
linearly biased estimators for sampling on successive occasions with partial 
replacements of units. 

3. The Minimum Mean Squared Linearly Biased Estimator 
for the h-th Occasion 

Let there be a finite population of 'N' units sampled over a number of 
occasions (say, h). A sub-sample of m = nA units observed on the (h-l)-th 
occasion is retained for use on the h-th occasion and an independent sample 
of u = n m = n~ units is selected on the h-th occasion. For the sake of 
simplicity in exposition we assume that the population variances remain constant 
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and that the sample sizes and the proportions retained are the same on each 
occasion. Further, correlations between observations on the same units, one, 

two, three, ... occasions apart are p, p2.p3, .... We also assume that the fpc's 
are ignorable. The population mean on the j-th occasion will be denoted by 
Mj G= 1,2, .... h). We define 

mean of the observations on occasion (h-l) associated 

with nA. units common with occasion 'h' 

Y'h = mean of the n A units on occasion 'h' common with the 

(h - 1) occasion 

x"h _ 1 mean of n).l. units not common to h-th occasion 

y"h = mean of n).l. units not common to (h - 1) occasion 

We consider minimum mean squared linear estimator of Mh as 

" " Mh = AMh- 1 +kh_IBx\ I-kh-I(A+B)x'h_1 + q>Ih Y"h+ (PzhYh' 

" where Mh _ 1 is the minimum mean squared linear estimator of Mh _ I and 

q>lh + q>2h = ~. 
" To determine A and B we apply the condition that Mh is uncorrelated 

with every zero function. In particular 

" " COy (Xt:-I' Mh) = COy (X'h -I' Mh) 

" " 
COy (Xt: 2- Mh) = COY (X'h - 2- Mh) 

q>2h p
Thus, we get B = 0 and A = -

~-I 

The minimum mean squared linear estimator is 

" <P2h PM" -, - " -,Mh = -k- h 1 - q>2h pX h- I + <PIh Yh + q>2h y h (3.1) 
h-l 

The quantities q>lh and q>2h will be determined from the conditions 

COY tyt:, M" h) COY ty'h. M" h) 

q>Ih + <P2h = kh (3.2) 
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Using (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain 

and 1 (3.4) 

1\ 
l)

C~ + nil] [ 2 L(1- P ) + k MS~in (Mh-
nJl. h-l 

20
where Cf = M~ = square of the coefficient of variation of the variable 

J 
observed on the j-th occasion -V-j = 1,2•... , h. 

We define 
1\ 

MSEmin (Mj) !!i 2 

MSE . (M) = nJl. (C1+n) 
mm I 


It may be noted that GIL 


From (3.4) it can be easily seen that 

(3.5) 

Maximizing (3.5) with respect to \' we obtain 


_ k(h-1)1t(Ci+n)~

Ahopt - 2 (3.6)

n(1 + 1 - P ) G(h -l)opt 

_1__ (C~ + n)G(h-l)opt (1 +~)+k(h-l)opt(I-~) (C~ +n) 

Ghopt - (C~ + n) G(h l)opt (1 +~) 

(3.7) 
Also, the optimum value of kh is given by 

_ n( I + ~)G(h _ liopt + k(h _ l)opt (q + n)(1 -~) 
~opt- 2 _~ 2_~

(Ch + n)(l + ~1- p-) G(h l)opt + ~h l)opt (C1 + n) (Iv1- p-) 
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It can be shown that 

k(h -l)opt _ n + k(h  2)opt B 

G(h  l)opt - (Ci + n) G(h 2)opt 

(l-~p)
where B = 

(1 + ~1 _ p2) 

Repeated use of the recurrence relation gives 

k(h-I)Opt _ n [1 _ B
h 

-
1 
] 

G(h-l)opt - (Ci + n) 1 B 

Substituting (3.8) in (3.6) we get 

(3.8) 

(3.9)Ahopt 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

1 2(C~+n) (1 +~)~+ np2(1_Bh
-

1
) 

--- (3.10)
Ghopt 2~(1 + ~) (q + n) 

MSE<M) = 2~(1+~) (3.11) 
h 2(C~+n)~(1+~) +np2 (I-Bh 

-
l 
) 

From (3.8) and (3.11) we can see that 

A"" = 2
1 

MSE(M ) = 2~(1+~) (3.12) 
00 2C~~(I+~)+n(I+~)2 

In particular, if only two occasion data are available 

M2 =[q (1 - n!!p2) + 1 - p2Jl2r1 lAY' + !!(1 - p2Jl) y" + AJl (i" - x')] 

(3.13) 

~ _ 1 

A20pt = 1 + ~1 _ p2' Jlzopt - 1 + ~1 _ p2 ' 


k _ 2n 

20pt - 2n + C~ (1 + ~ ) 
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MSE(M) _ 02(1 +~) (3.14)and 
2 opt - 2n + C~(1 + ~ ) 

1\ 

Let M/2 be the minimum variance unbiased estimator on the second 

occasion, then 
1\ . 

M/2 = [1 - p2Jl2r 1 [AY' + Jl(1 - p2Jl) y" + AJlP (X" - x')] 

V(M/) = (J2 (1 +~)
2 opt 2n 

1\ 1\ 

The percent gain in precision of M2 over M/2 is given by 

.. . . C2 [1 + ~ ] 100Percent gam m preclslOn = 2 2n x (3.15) 

1\ A /It can be seen that the MSE(M2)opt is always less than V (M 2)opr Also, 

the gain decreases as sample size increases. 

4. Empirical Study 

Data, listed in Sukhatme ([7], area under wheat in 1936 and 1937), 
Samford ([5], total acreage of tillage crops and grass in 1947 and the actual 
area recorded under oats in 1957), and Cochran ([I], sizes of large United States 
cities in 1920 and 1930), were utilized for empirical study. In addition to this, 
data pertaining to production of apple from a survey conducted by IASRI on 
cost of production of apple in hilly areas of UP for the years 1972-73, 1973-74 
and secondary data on wheat production for a zone comprising of two blocks 
of Bullandshahar district of UP for the two years 1984-85 and 1985-86, in 
a survey also conducted by IASRI, were utilised. For the purpose of illustration 
we treat this data as popUlation and call these populations as I, II, III, IV and 
V respectively. For the empirical study 20%, 15% and 10% samples were drawn 
from these populations respectively. The results of the study are presented in 
Table 1. 

A A 

Table 1. % Gain in precision of M2 over M'2 
~~--~--~-~-------------

Populations C~ p2 

I 0.554 0.865 5.57 7.57 1Ll4 

II 0.495 0.702 5.46 7.35 10.92 

III 0.909 0.964 5.52 7.36 11.04 

IV 4.429 0.080 22.36 29.81 44.73 

V 
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It can be seen from Table 1 that the percentage gain in precision of 
1\ 1\ 

M2 over M'2 increases with decrease in the sample size. Also, gain in precision 

is substantial when C; is high and p2 is low. 

The minimum mean squared linearly biased estimator on the first occasion 
is given by 

l1p2
Ml =[Ci (1-n ) + 1- p2Jl2r1 [Ax' + Jl (I - p2Jl) X + AJl (Y" - Y')] 

The estimate of change is given by 
1\ 1\ 

M2 -M1 

and the corresponding minimum mean squared error as 
1\ 1\ 

MSE (M2 - M1)min = 

cr (I - p)(1 + Jl) [ 1 
C2n 
.-l. (1 - Jlp2) + 1 
n 

5. Alternative Estimators 

If C; is unknown, we propose estimating C; by 

Substituting c; for C; in (3.13) and after some readjustments we obtain 

1\ 

M2A = [c~ (n - Up2) + (n2- u2p2)rl [A {Y' + 13 (in x'») + u (n - up2) y"] 

= [C~T + 1]- 1 [ \ 2 {y' + 13 (in - x')} + JlT yll] (4.1) 
n (I-Jlp) 

where T = [1 - Jl p2] [1 - Jl2p2r l 
1\ 

We now investigate the large sample properties of M2 

Write 

Yu Y + Elu ; Ym = Y + Elm; Xn = X+ E2 ; Xm = X + ~m 

s~=cr+v 
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I ,-I C2 2
210 10

1 +-.-1.T+~T+ lu +~ E 
n nYZ y yz 

expanding the right hand side and retaining terms to order 0 (n-2
), the bias 

A P 
and mean squared error of M2A can be shown equal to 

where w 12 =C;[3 - 2 ~1"f!; =';;f is !he ooefficient of skewness, 11" 
2 Y 

being the third central moment. 

A The mean squared error (4.3) will be smaller than the sampling variance 
of M'2 provided 

-rr::>l (4.4)-\l~ 2 

or in other words is negative. The value of w was computed for wl2 l2 

populations I, II and III, .. described in Section 3, and was found to be negative 
in respect of populations AI and III. However, for normal population, 
~I = 0 so that the estimator M2A will not only be biased but it will have larger 

mean squared error. This will be true for all populations where in the distribution 
is symmetrical. 
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One of the feasible "optimum values of J.l. and A in the sense of minimum 
mean squared error of TIA can be seen equal to 

J.l.opt = [l+~rl, Aapt = [~][l+~rl 

and the resulting minimum mean squared error as 

(4.5)~(l+~)[l+ ~~2(l+~)] 
while the other feasible optimum values of J.l. and A are given by (if w 12 is 
negative) 

W12 1 ~·wj2 2 w12 
II =---- -p+l+2
ropt n p n2 n 

w12 I ~2 2W12 w12
A =1+-+- -p+I+2

opt n p n2 n 

. .. wl2subject to the conditions that - - > 
n 

resultant minimum mean squared error as 

W 
The value of - - l2 was computed for populations I, II and III. The 

n 
W

condition - - l2 > I was not satisfied for all these populations. Therefore, 
n "" 

percent gain in precision of M2A over M/2 was obtained only by utilizing 

expression (4.5). This percent gain in precision can be seen equal to 

w12(1+~) 
- 2 xlOO (4.6)

2n + w12 (1 + VI - P ) 

Next, we consider an alternative estimator of c~ wherein we put unbiased 

estimators of ~ and y2 is C;. Thus, we propose estimating C; by 
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1\ 

Substituting C~ for C; in (5), we get 

1\ 

M2Al :: 
(1 

2].[ 2 2)-1Su Su ~ Su 
- -T+y-
u n u u 

However, instead we consider a slightly general class of estimators given 
by 

S2 

?+L~ 
2 u u 

(4.7)+ Il( 1 - J.LP )yu1"--2"7"[T--l"'--J'--""2--=; 

S --- +y
u n u u 

where L is a constant to be chosen suitably. 
1\ 

The bias and mean squared error of M to order 0p(n-2) can be shown2Ag 

equal to 

where Tl = TJ.L 1 
1\ 

It can be easily seen that the proposed estimator ~Ag has smaller mean 
1\ 

squared error than variance of the unbiased estimator M'2 if either of the 

conditions hold 
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or 
~~l> -

C~ 

Tl + 2JlT[1-~J < L < Tl and 1 < ~ (4.10)
C2 C2 

Minimizing (4.9) with respect to L, we find optimum value of L given 
by 

(4.11) 

and the resultant mean squared error as 

(4.12) 

One of the feasible op~mum values of Jl and').. in the sense of minimum 
mean squared error of M(M

2Ag
) can be seen equal to 

and the corresponding minimum mean squared error as 

~(l+~)[l ~(l+~)] (4.13) 

While the other feasible optim'Wl values of Jl and ').. in the sense of 
minimum mean squared error of M(M2Ag) can be seen equal to 

Jl = Q - I ... lsi p2 _ 2 Q + 1, ').. = 1 _ Q + 1 ... JQ2 p2 _ 2 Q + 1 
opt n p 'J n2 n opt n p" n2 n 

subject to the conditions that Q > 1 and Q2 p2 + 1 > 2 Q 
n n2 n 

and the resultant mean squared error as 

2 

ft 

Mop< (MlAg)m;. 
~ 

= 4Q' Q 
2 

[= C, 
.~ 

1 -~J 

-- ..... ----~--~ 
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The value of .Q was found to be less than 1 for all the three populations, 
n A A 

I, II and III. The percent gain in precision of M2Ag over M'2 is. therefore. 

obtained utilizing the expression (4.13). This percent gain in precision is given 
by 

Q(1 +v'i7) x 100 	 (4.14)
2n-Q(1+~) 
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